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ABSTRACT

Training load monitoring in team sports is important in order to plan and evaluate training strategies and ensure optimal performance. Integration of internal and external training load measures into a single training efficiency metric reduces the effect of confounding variables on training loads. The purpose of this study was to generate a training efficiency metric to evaluate in-season field hockey training. Further, the relationship between players’ perceived wellness and the training efficiency metric was determined. Internal (training impulse and session rating of perceived exertion; TRIMP and sRPE) and external (total distance, high-speed distance, acceleration load, high-power distance, metabolic work, mechanical work, and impulse) training load was collected over a 6-week period for 11 male national level field hockey players (21.1 ± 1.2 years, 178.7 ± 8.6 cm, 4.6 ± 6.3 kg). The relationships between internal and external training load were assessed, and two training efficiency models were generated through mixed model analyses using sRPE and TRIMP. Subsequently, the relationships between training efficiency and perceived wellness were examined. The statistical analyses determined that total distance, high-speed distance, high-power distance, and metabolic work (r = 0.311-0.573) were included in the TRIMP training efficiency model. The sRPE training efficiency model included total distance, high-speed distance, high-power distance, metabolic work, and mechanical work (r = 0.329-0.757). Moreover, neither of the training efficiency models were related to daily cumulative wellness scores (TRIMP: r = -0.046; p = 0.336; sRPE: r = -0.034; p = 0.370). The study showed that the sRPE training efficiency model provided a better reflection of in-season field hockey training demands than the TRIMP model. Additionally, practitioners are not advised to adjust training based on acute changes in players’ perceived wellness.
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INTRODUCTION

Appropriate training loads are necessary to successfully maintain and improve performance in sports (32, 41). Field hockey saw a substantial increase in playing volume and intensity after introducing 15-minute quarters instead of the original 35-minute halves in 2015 (42). Therefore, greater training loads are required to achieve the desired performance during games. However, poorly planned training cycles with inappropriately high training loads may have the opposite effect and limit performance improvements and increase the risk of injury and non-functional overreaching (20, 23, 37). Therefore, monitoring the training loads completed by players can provide further insight into their training status and accumulated fatigue (29, 52).

Training load (TL) can be described as occurring externally or internally relative to each individual player (23). Advances in microtechnology, such as global positioning system (GPS) units have made measuring a large variety of external TL variables possible (29). However, individual responses to this training stimulus differ between players and is better reflected by internal TL (2, 8, 53), such as heart rate (HR) and session rating of perceived exertion (sRPE, 22). Banister (6) introduced a HR-derived metric of training impulse (TRIMP) as a universal measure of internal TL. Though, further adaptions
of Banister’s TRIMP are available, these provide similar TL values as Banister’s TRIMP (9, 50) or require greater resources and scientific expertise to implement (39). The validity of Banister’s TRIMP has been demonstrated by a dose-response relationship between TRIMP and changes in maximal oxygen consumption (53) and fitness test scores (18). Despite this, researchers have questioned its accuracy during intermittent exercise (12, 32). Conversely, sRPE demonstrates a good reflection of the demands of intermittent training as it reflects players’ subjective feeling of training stimuli (26, 33). Additionally, the use of tailored wellness questionnaires has become important to support athlete preparation (48). Daily wellness scores likely affect same-day performance (24) and may therefore be used to supplement training monitoring. Coyne et al. (16) advocated for the integration of wellness, and internal and external TL in multivariate models of training efficiency. Integrated training efficiency models may limit the effects of contextual and environmental factors and differences in player fitness (8, 21) and therefore provide a more valid measure of TL.

Simple training efficiency models have been used in football to assess changes in fitness and recovery during pre-season (2, 13). However, the TL obtained with these models likely do not represent the full demands of training as external TL measures were limited to total and high-speed distance (1). More complex models including multiple external TL measures have been created which may better reflect the demands experienced by players (18, 38). Lacome et al. (38) predicted HR using total distance, high-speed and very high-speed distance, velocity load, force load, and mechanical work measured during football training. The authors were able to estimate changes in aerobic fitness using the difference in predicted and actual HR. However, due to the intermittent nature of many team sports, the use of HR alone could provide a less accurate reflection of training demands. Conversely, the inclusion of TRIMP and sRPE in the model proposed by Delaney, Duthie et al. (18) took into account the demands of intermittent training. The authors observed moderate to nearly perfect relationships between both internal TL measures and total distance, high-speed distance, acceleration-based load, high-metabolic power distance, metabolic and mechanical work, and impulse in rugby league. Moreover, validation of the model was demonstrated through large and nearly perfect relationships with maximal aerobic running speed. In a follow-up study Delaney, McKay et al. (19) did not observe significant relationships between their training efficiency model and perceived stress, muscle soreness, or hours of sleep in football. Based on their earlier results (18) the model was limited to include mechanical work and impulse. However, the model may not have been appropriate for use in football, as differences between the playing demands of rugby and football likely produce distinct relationships between internal and external TL (54). Moreover, cumulative wellness scores are significantly related to external and internal TL in team sports, including field hockey (13, 31, 46), and may therefore influence players’ athletic performance. Therefore, including a cumulative wellness score rather than separate wellness measures may be advantageous.

Though previous models have shown potential during pre-season, they may not reflect the TLs of in-season training due to differences in training intensity (34). Training monitoring is therefore arguably more important during the in-season period as it makes up the majority of a season. Despite this, no training efficiency model has been proposed for use in field hockey during this period. Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine the relationship between internal TL (TRIMP and sRPE) and multiple measures of external TL during the in-season period in field hockey. The most appropriate external TL measures were included in a training efficiency model to inform sports practitioners on the demands of their training. A second aim was to investigate the relationship between the training efficiency model and cumulative wellness scores, to assess whether the model was affected by changes in acute changes in perceived tiredness, stress, and muscle soreness. It was hypothesised that a positive relationship exists between internal TL and total distance, high-speed distance, acceleration-based load, high-metabolic power distance, metabolic work, mechanical work, and impulse. Moreover, it was hypothesised that cumulative wellness score was positively related to same-day training efficiency score.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

A sample of 11 male national level field hockey players were recruited for the study (age = 20.7 ± 1.4 years, height = 178.7 ± 7.4 cm, mass = 74.6 ± 6.3 kg, and 30-15 IFT = 20.8 ±0.7 km·h⁻¹). Prior to the commence of the study participants provided written informed consent and were illness and injury free at the time of the study. Ethical approval was
granted by the university. One participant was excluded due to missing more than 25% of training sessions (four sessions), leaving a sample of 10 participants (20.9 ± 1.3 years; 178.7 ± 7.8 cm; 74.6 ± 6.3 kg; 20.8 ±0.7 km·h-1).

Protocol and Equipment

Data was collected during 13 field-based training sessions over 8 weeks during the in-season period. All training sessions were performed on the same water-based AstroTurf pitch at the same time (ambient temperature 1.0–10.0 °C). Movement and HR data were collected using inertial measurement units (Optimeye S5, Catapult Sports, Australia) and paired Polar T31 coded transmitter bands (Polar Electro, Finland) with a sampling frequency of 10 Hz. Validity of the inertial measurement units have been established previously in team sports (56). To ensure reliability of the measurements, each participant was assigned the same units every session located in a harness between the scapulae (44). RPE scores were collected from the participants separately using the Borg CR-10 scale (7) within 30 minutes of the end of sessions. The participants have routinely used the equipment and CR-10 scale in training, and therefore no familiarisation was performed. The start and end of each training drill was recorded to allow data analysis of these periods. Only running-based drills were considered, due to the lower accuracy of external load measurements during non-running-based drills (e.g. penalties or short corners) (5).

The players’ fitness levels were assessed the first week of testing using the 30-15 Intermittent Fitness Test (30-15IFT), where fitness was determined as maximal running velocity. The 30-15 IFT was carried out on a water-based AstroTurf field according to the protocol described by Buchheit (11). The test has good test-retest reliability and validity in football (intraclass correlation = 0.91) and have been used to assess fitness in elite field hockey (35). No familiarisation session was conducted as the test is part of the teams’ regular testing regimen.

Wellness Questionnaire

A 3-item wellness questionnaires were administered on training days between the hours of 8:00 and 10:00 AM to minimise athlete burden and improve validity (10, 48). The questionnaire was intended to enhance compliance and was designed specifically for the participant group (29, 48). The questionnaire included ratings of general stress, tiredness, and muscle soreness. The items were chosen based on their association with internal and external TL and have previously been used in team sports (15, 24, 25, 49). Each question was scored on a 5-point scale, where scores of 1 indicated a poor rating and scores of 5 indicated a good rating. The scores were subsequently summed to give a cumulative wellness score, where low and high cumulative scores indicated poor and good wellness scores, respectively.

Data Analysis

Internal TL

After each training session, the raw HR data was imported to Catapult Sprint (Catapult Sports, Australia) and examined for errors. A total of 11% of the raw data was removed due to loss of contact between the HR monitor and skin or GPS unit. Further, the data was edited to only include running-based training. TRIMP was calculated for each training session according to the method used by Banister (6), where maximal HR was measured as the highest HR recorded during the 30-15 IFT. sRPE was calculated for each session by multiplying the participants’ RPE by the duration of the training session in minutes.

External TL Measures

The raw GPS data was imported to Catapult Sprint (Catapult Sports, Australia) after each training session. Subsequently, only data from the running-based training was used for analysis. The total distance and high-speed distance (19.8 km·h-1) (14) for each session was calculated using the product software. Acceleration-based load (acc-load) was estimated using the average change in running velocity, multiplied by the training duration in seconds (17). High-metabolic power distance (HPD) was defined as distance covered whilst above 20 W·kg-1, where metabolic power was estimated using methods described by Osgnach et al. (45). The average metabolic power was multiplied by body mass and training duration in seconds to give an estimate of metabolic work (Workmet) of a training session (45). Moreover, the mechanical work of a session was estimated by multiplying force by TD. Lastly, impulse was calculated to reflect the mechanical demands of training by multiplying force by the training duration in seconds (57) using equation 3.
Statistical Analysis

Firstly, normal distribution was determined for the data using Shapiro-Wilk test for normality. The relationships between the internal and external TL were examined using repeated linear regression analyses. Correlation coefficients were interpreted as: 0.0-0.1 = trivial; 0.1-0.3 = small; 0.3-0.5 = moderate; 0.5-0.7 = large; 0.7-0.9 = very large; 0.9-0.99 = nearly perfect; 1.0 = perfect (30). Two linear mixed model analyses were performed to generate the training efficiency models for TRIMP and sRPE. Internal TL (TRIMP or sRPE) was modelled as the dependent variable, training date as a repeated measure, and external TL variables with an effect size equal to or greater than moderate as random effects. A daily training efficiency score was calculated from the function of the relationship between internal and external TL.

Similarly, the effect of wellness on training efficiency was determined using two separate linear mixed model analyses. Training efficiency score was modelled as the dependent variable, training date as a repeated measure, and cumulative wellness score as a random effect. Data was analysed with SPSS 23 (IBM, Illinois, USA) using a threshold for statistical significance at α-level less than 0.05.

RESULTS

Training Efficiency Model

Significant correlations were observed between TRIMP and all measures of external TL, with effect sizes ranging from small to large. Moreover, significant small to large positive relationships were observed between sRPE and TD, HSD, Acc-load, HPD, WMet, and WMech. The results of the linear regression analyses are presented in Table 1.

Considering TRIMP, greater than moderate effect sizes were observed for TD, HSD, HPD, and WMet and these external load measures were subsequently included in the training efficiency model. Using the same rationale, TD, HSD, HPD, WMet, and WMech were included in the training efficiency model for sRPE. A slope coefficient was derived for each measure from the mixed model regression analyses (Table 1). The slope coefficients were used to solve the equation for the mixed model analyses which yielded a daily training efficiency score. The teams’ daily training efficiency scores during the 6-week period is depicted in Figure 1, plotted against mean HPD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Training Load Measure</th>
<th>External training load measure</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
<th>Significance (p)</th>
<th>Slope coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRIMP</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSD</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc-loadHPD</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HPD</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WMet</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WMech</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sRPE</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>Very large</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSD</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc-loadHPD</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HPD</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WMet</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>Very large</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WMech</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Note. TD = total distance; HSD = high-speed distance; Acc-load = acceleration-based load; HPD = high-power distance; WMet = metabolic work; WMech = mechanical work.
Cumulative wellness

The wellness questionnaire achieved a compliance rate of 82%. The median cumulative wellness score recorded was 9 (range = 5–13) out of a maximum of 15. The regression analyses did not discover a significant relationship between the training efficiency model for TRIMP and the cumulative wellness score ($r = -0.046; p = 0.336$; Figure 2), or between the training efficiency model for sRPE and the cumulative wellness score ($r = -0.034; p = 0.370$; Figure 3).

![Figure 1. Team average daily training efficiency scores plotted against average daily high-power distance.](image1)

*Note.* Bar chart = high-power distance; solid line = TRIMP training efficiency scores; dashed line = sRPE training efficiency scores.

![Figure 2. Correlation between TRIMP training efficiency and cumulative wellness](image2)
DISCUSSION

The aim of the study was to examine the relationship between internal and external TL in field hockey in order to create a training efficiency model. Significant relationships were found between TRIMP and all measures of external TL, and between sRPE and six measures of external TL. Therefore, the first null hypothesis was partly rejected. The second hypothesis was rejected, as no relationships were found between the cumulative wellness score and either of the training efficiency models.

Training Efficiency Model

The training efficiency model presented here provided an integrated measure of training stimulus (external TL) and physical response (internal TL) to monitor training volume and intensity. The training efficiency scores recorded over the 6-week in-season period were exemplified in Figure 1. Considering external load alone (here: HPD), large variations were apparent in training stimulus. However, considering the training efficiency scores, integrated training stimulus and physical response stayed relatively similar throughout the period. During the in-season period teams aim to maintain fitness, peak for important matches, manage fatigue, and develop technical and tactical skills (43). Consequently, training intensity and volume are lower to account for a greater number of matches. The highest training efficiency scores were observed on January 16th and February 27th, after which the scores decreased. This is suggested to be due to an increase in TL followed by a short taper allowing players to peak for the first game after the Christmas break and the Scottish Cup semi-final, which is in line with the recommendations for training periodisation by Mujika et al. (43). Smaller variations were seen in the sRPE model scores, compared to the TRIMP model. Therefore, the sRPE model may better reflect the TL experienced by players and be better suited to monitor in-season TL in men’s field hockey.

Significant relationships were found between TRIMP and all measures of external TL (Table 1). Although only six of the relationships between sRPE and external TL (TD, HSD, Acc-load, HPD, Wmet, and Wmech) were significant, the correlations were stronger compared to TRIMP (Table 1). This further supports the idea that sRPE may be a more suitable TL monitoring method within the context of the study. Though large correlations have been reported between TRIMP and sRPE in elite football (4, 36), a weaker correlation has been observed during in-season training compared to periods of high-intensity training (47). The weighting factor (factor b) used to calculate TRIMP is intended to give similar weighting to a high volume of low-intensity activity and a low volume of high-intensity activity (6). However, due to this, internal TL may be overestimated when a greater amount of time is spent at high-intensity activity and underestimated when players spend a greater time doing low-intensity activity, compared to sRPE (9). Therefore, the internal TL may have been underestimated when TRIMP was used due to a lower training intensity.
during in-season training, whereas sRPE provided a more appropriate quantification of internal TL during this period.

Delaney, Duthie, et al. (18) recommended using TRIMP to monitor internal TL due to its stronger correlations with external TL measures, compared to sRPE. Conversely, the current study found stronger relationships for sRPE. The former study was conducted during pre-season, when training intensity is generally higher than in-season (34), and TRIMP may have better reflected demands of training. The authors concluded that prescribing external TL based on Wmet and Wmech would ensure similar internal TL across players of differing body mass, due to the strongest relationships being observed between TRIMP and Wmet (r=0.95), and Wmech (r=0.96) (18). Wmech takes into account the energy cost of accelerations, decelerations, and change of directions, which are important factors in multidirectional sports like field hockey (14). Interestingly, a small relationship was found between Wmech and TRIMP in the current study (r=0.280) and it was not included in the training efficiency model, suggesting that TRIMP did not take into account the demands of these activities in field hockey. Similarly, previous researchers have argued that TRIMP does not reflect the demands of intermittent sports (3, 32). The results of the current study are in agreement with Alexiou and Coutts (4), and Scott et al. (50) that sRPE may better reflect the demands of training of an intermittent nature.

Intermittent sports require sprints of high accelerations for good performance (14). Significant large positive correlations have been observed between the number of accelerations performed above 2.5 and 3 m·s⁻² and TRIMP (r=0.58) and sRPE (r=0.631) during in-season in football (26, 51). In support of the theory that sRPE better reflect overall training intensity than TRIMP during less intense training periods, these studies further reported that the number of accelerations performed per minute was significantly related to sRPE (r=0.297) but not TRIMP (26, 51). However, in the current study, acc-load was not included in the training efficiency models due to the small effect sizes of the relationships between acc-load and internal TL. It is suggested that that the use of average acceleration to calculate acc-load did not reflect the demands of accelerations during the whole training sessions. Similarly, the correlations between impulse and the internal TL measurements did not reach moderate effect sizes, which was likely due to average acceleration not accurately reflecting the demands of training. Alternatively, using accumulated acceleration has been used to calculate Impulse Load has yielded a significant positive relationship with sRPE in football (r=0.84) (27). In contrast, Delaney, Duthie et al. (18) and Delaney, McKay et al. (19) found nearly perfect relationships between TRIMP and sRPE, and acc-load (r=0.95 and r=0.93) and impulse (r= 0.95 and r=0.93) in rugby, and between TRIMP and impulse in football (r=0.93). The aforementioned differences in playing activities and intensity between these sports and field hockey may explain the contradictory results of the current study. The training efficiency model provided a more comprehensive view of overall training load in field hockey than internal or external TL alone. The stronger relationships observed for sRPE and the limitations of TRIMP during less intense training periods suggests that this method provides a more relevant way of generating the model during in-season training. Due to the significant correlations previously observed between sRPE and various wellness items (13, 28), it was of interest to examine whether the training efficiency models were affected by acute changes in cumulative wellness scores.

**Cumulative Wellness**

The format of the wellness questionnaire was considered appropriate, reflected by the good compliance rate. However, the training efficiency scores were not affected by the players daily wellness state, as indicated by insignificant relationships between the cumulative wellness score and training efficiency scores. This is in agreement with Vescovi et al. (55) who did not discover a significant relationship between a cumulative wellness scores, including fatigue, stress, sleep, muscle soreness, training enjoyment, irritability, and overall health, and TeamTRIMP or sRPE in elite female hockey. Similarly, Delaney, McKay et al. (19) found trivial relationships between their TRIMP training efficiency model and sleep duration, perceived muscle soreness, and stress in women’s football. (23). Conversely, Gallo et al. (24) utilised a simple ratio of external to internal TL and reported a small positive relationship between wellness and average speed:RPE ratio, and a moderate negative relationship between PlayerLoad slow:RPE ratio. Despite this, the use of linear modelling techniques to examine the relationship between wellness and TL has been questioned, due to varying physiological responses to the same TL between players. Moreover, players with unfavourable wellness scores may maintain external TL variables they consider necessary whilst modifying other aspects of their training deemed
less important to continue performing well (24). With this in mind, several external TL measures were included in the current training efficiency model, where players may have considered some of these critical for performance and others less important. Consequently, the daily changes in the included external TL measures may have occurred irrespective of changes in the players’ wellness scores. Therefore, it is suggested that coaches do not modify TL based on acute changes in wellness. Nevertheless, wellness monitoring provides useful information on individual players’ recovery state and may be used to notice trends toward undesirable outcomes such as injury, illness, non-functional overreaching, or poor performance (48).

**Limitations**

The results of the current study must be considered alongside its limitations. sRPE was recorded for a training session as a whole, whilst only running-based training was considered for measurement of external TL. Though non-running-based training made up a small section of training sessions, this may have affected the subsequent statistical analysis. Moreover, the current study utilised Banister’s TRIMP as it provided the most practical method for future use for the team. However, the generic weighting factor used does not take into account the varying training status of players (9). Using individualised weighting factors (i.e. iTREIMP; 40) may have provided a more accurate quantification of internal TL and warrants further research. Despite this, the participants in the current study were of similar fitness levels, reflected by their similar scores in the 30-15 IFT, and Banister’s TRIMP should have provided an appropriate measurement. Lastly, players occasionally failed to respond to the wellness questionnaire, they were allowed to remove equipment due to discomfort, and there was loss of contact between the transmitter belt and GPS or between the belt electrodes and skin surface, resulting in incomplete data sets. Thus, participants’ data for a training session was removed if locomotor data was missing from running-based drills. However, utilising linear mixed modelling allowed for longitudinal analysis with missing HR or wellness data.

**Conclusion**

The findings of this study suggest that sRPE is a more appropriate training monitoring method during in-season training in field hockey than TRIMP, due to its stronger relationships with measures of external TL. Two integrated internal TL and external TL measures were presented to monitor male field hockey players’ acute response to in-season training. The training efficiency models were not affected by acute changes in perceived wellness, suggesting that changes in training efficiency was due to other confounding factors. Despite a lack of concurrent validity between training efficiency scores and changes in fitness, the metric presented an easily understandable metric of TL. Again, training efficiency calculated using sRPE appeared to provide a better reflection of the TL performed by players. Collectively, this study recommends sRPE for monitoring TL and training efficiency to gain insight to the training status of male field hockey player during in-season training.
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